CASE STUDY

Canadian Forensics and Litigation Support
Services Provider ellwood Evidence Streamlines
Processes and Scales to Client Needs

When ellwood Evidence Inc. wanted to move away from a
disparate collection of local and hosted eDiscovery tools,
the ellwood team sought a system that would provide a
unified and comprehensive platform for their work—
no matter what clients’ case needs were.
To create such a holistic workflow solution, the Toronto-based litigation support
services provider migrated to IPRO, first adding discovery ][ Local and ][ TrialDirector360
for trial presentation, then later adding IPRO’s discovery ][ Enterprise to offer end-to-end services
for its clients, no matter the case size or complexity.
With the entire IPRO eDiscovery platform, ellwood Evidence now has a comprehensive view of their
workflow and has been able to streamline the processes for its data entry, coding, analysis, processing,
production, hosting and training services, allowing it to scale up and down with the different solutions,
depending on the needs of each case and client.
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Exclusively Running on IPRO
Prior to implementing discovery ][ Enterprise, ellwood Evidence used disparate products for client
projects that required heavy data processing when they needed to move data from one product to
the other. Now, the power of the cloud-based discovery ][ Enterprise has enabled it to release those
non-IPRO systems and streamline its products into a single family of tools that can work together on
client case data. As a result, it’s become the only Canadian service provider running their eDiscovery
support platform exclusively on IPRO.
“We can do heavier processing in discovery ][ Enterprise and leverage its analytics capabilities, then
stage the case in the desktop or even into an IPRO portable format if the client is more comfortable
with that,” Williams said. “Having all of our products from one company, one umbrella, has
helped us to get a better understanding of our processes and how documents go from
end to end with consistent metrics.”

“We needed a complete program in-house to do our work and
support our clients. The whole IPRO suite meets those needs.”
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Stephanie Williams, Director of eDiscovery at ellwood Evidence.

Toronto Service
Provider Expands
eDiscovery
Services with
Cohesive Solution

1. Better meet client needs. Using IPRO’s complete platform of eDiscovery
solutions has enabled ellwood Evidence to scale to every client’s specific
needs. This has been essential to balance the requirements of clients that
have some cases with an extensive set of information where they need only
certain data types reviewed but require full services for others.
2 Unique requirements for Canadian market. ellwood Evidence was
familiar with IPRO because the solutions were well-known in the Toronto
area. But once the services provider began training on the systems, it
discovered features within the products that were unique to the Canadian
legal market that would further help its workflow efficiency.
3. Easy transition from a wide variety of alternative products.
ellwood Evidence developed its own workflows to ensure accurate and
efficient migration during its transition. It now uses those best practices
when helping clients migrate from other legacy systems to IPRO.

IPRO is reinventing the way organizations interact with their data.
By transforming the EDRM and thinking “upstream” we bring insight far earlier in the eDiscovery process, enabling teams inside and outside your organization to
collaborate transparently at any stage, before data is even collected. By thinking about and interacting with your data differently, you’ll eliminate waste and reduce risk.

Visit our website to learn more.
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